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Can we predict the morphology of 
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Outline
• How discs build up from persistent cosmic web?

• How dark halo's spin flip relative to filament?

• Why are they initially aligned with filaments?
Why the transition mass?  Eulerian view

• What is the corresponding Lagrangian theory?

(c)Taysun Kimm  +E. Pharabod
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Outline
• How discs build up from persistent cosmic web?

• How dark halo's spin flip relative to filament?

• Why are they initially aligned with filaments?
Why the transition mass?  Eulerian view

• What is the corresponding Lagrangian theory?

Galactic morphology is driven by AM acquisition through anisotropic 
secondary infall,  coming from larger scales, which are less dense,

hence more steady;  cold flows provide the link.

Where  galaxies form does matter, and can be traced back to ICs
Flattened filaments generate point-reflection-symmetric AM/vorticity distribution:

they induce the  observed spin transition mass  & the helicity of cold flows

(c)Taysun Kimm  +E. Pharabod
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The Hubble diagram: a crude theorist's view

What drives coherent secondary infall?

driven by
angular momentum
distribution acquisition  
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Part I Outline
4 trivial facts about galaxies in their web

• what's a disc?

• what's a void?

• what's a shock?

• what do numerical hydro suggest?

The proposition

Various proofs of various value?

• How discs build up from persistent cosmic web?
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“theoretically”, a galactic disc:

An ensemble of ring made of gas, 
 

• turning around the same axis 
• whose outer parts rotate with

    more angular momentum  (flat rotation curve)

Fact number one
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Voids become more void

Filaments drifts...

... and get distorted

The Virtual (dark matter) universe

Fact number two

not much happens  on LS: which is good & expected
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BUT	  surrounding	  void	  repel	  (contrast<0)	  	  &	  contribute	  to	  secondary	  infall.

Velocity flow in 
expanding universe

Fact number two
Peak	  attract	  

catastrophically
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BUT	  surrounding	  void	  repel	  (contrast<0)	  	  &	  contribute	  to	  secondary	  infall.

Velocity flow in 
expanding universe
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“theoretically”, a shock:

8

Gas, unlike dark matters, shocks (iso-T) and 
follows closely the cosmic web

Plane of shock

Normal to shock

Post shock !ow

Pre shock !ow

Fact number three 

cosmic web is important for galaxy morphology

SHARPER
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contrast, if this material comes in cold, star formation can be
fueled on a halo free-fall time. Cold-mode accretion should
also have an important impact on the properties (scale
length, scale height, rotational velocity) of galactic discs, if as
conjectured by Kereš et al. (2005), cold streams merge onto
disks “like streams of cars entering an expressway”, convert-
ing a significant fraction of their infall velocity to rotational
velocity. Dekel et al. (2009) argued along the same lines in
their analysis of the HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation: the
stream carrying the largest coherent flux with an impact pa-
rameter of a few kiloparsecs may determine the disc’s spin
and orientation. Powell et al. (2010) spectacularly confirmed
these conjectures by showing that indeed, the filaments con-
nect rather smoothly to the disc: they appear to join from dif-
ferent directions, coiling around one another and forming a
thin extended disc structure, their high velocities driving its
rotation.

The way angular momentum is advected through the
virial sphere as a function of time is expected to play a key
role in re-arranging the gas and dark matter within dark mat-
ter halos. The pioneer works of Peebles (1969); Doroshkevich
(1970); White (1984) addressed the issue of the original spin
up of collapsed halos, explaining its linear growth up to the
time the initial overdensity decouples from the expansion of
the Universe through the re-alignment of the primordial per-
turbation’s inertial tensor with the shear tensor. However, lit-
tle theoretical work has been devoted to analysing the out-
skirts of the Lagrangian patches associated with virialised
dark matter halos, which account for the later infall of gas
and dark matter onto the already formed halos. In this pa-
per, we quantify how significant this issue is and present a
consistent picture of the time evolution of angular momen-
tum accretion at the virial sphere based on our current the-
oretical understanding of the large scale structure dynamics.
More specifically, the paper presents a possible answer to the
conundrum of why cold gas flows in !-CDM universes are
consistent with thin disk formation. Indeed, as far as galactic
disc formation is concerned, the heart of the matter lies in un-
derstanding how and when gas is accreted through the virial
sphere onto the disc. In other words, what are the geometry
and temporal evolution of the gas accretion?

In the ’standard’ paradigm of disc formation, this ques-
tion was split in two. The dark matter and gas present in the
virialised halo both acquired angular momentum through
tidal torques in the pre-virialisation stage, i.e. until turn-
around (e.g White 1984). The gas was later shock-heated as
it collapsed, and secularly cooled and condensed into a disk
(Fall & Efstathiou 1980) having lost most of the connection
with its anisotropic cosmic past. In the modern cold mode
accretion picture which now seems to dominate all but the
most massive halos, these questions need to be re-addressed.
This paper presents a new scenario in which the coherency
in the disk build-up stems from the orderly motion of the fil-
amentary inflow of cold gas coming from the outskirts of the
collapsing galactic patch. The outline is as follows: in section
2, using hydrodynamical simulations, we report evidence
that filamentary flows advect an ever increasing amount of
angular momentum through the halo virial sphere at redshift
higher than 1.5. We also demonstrate that the orientation of
these flows is consistent, i.e. maintained over long periods of
time. Section 3 presents results obtained through simplified
pure dark matter simulations of the collapse of a Lagrangian

Figure 1. A typical galaxy residing in a high mass halo (M !
2 " 1012 M# at z = 3.8). The radius of the circle in the both pan-
els corresponds to Rvir = 79 kpc. Gas (left panel), and dark matter
(right panel) projected densities are plotted. Gas filaments are signif-
icantly thinner than their dark matter counterpart. Note the extent
and the coherence of the large scale gaseous filaments surrounding
that galaxy.
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Figure 3. The covariances (thick line) between different redshifts
(as labeled) of the thresholded density maps on the virial sphere,
Rvir, together with the corresponding dispersion (inter-quartile, dot-
ted lines). The lower bound of the thresholded density is chosen
such that filamentary structures stand out, while the upper bound
is adopted to minimise the signal from the satellites (see the text,
Section 2). The orientation of filaments is temporally coherent, as is
qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2.

patch associated with a virialised halo as these have the merit
of better illustrating the dynamics of matter flows in the out-
skirts of the halo. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of
the conjectured impact of this scenario on disk growth at var-
ious redshifts, conclusions and prospects.

2 HYDRODYNAMICAL EVIDENCE

Let us start by briefly reporting the relevant hydrody-
namical results we have obtained. We statistically anal-
ysed the advected specific angular momentum of both gas
and dark matter at the virial radius of dark haloes in the
HORIZON-MareNostrum cosmological simulation at redshift
6.1, 5.0, 3.8, 2.5 and 1.5 (see Figure 1, Details can be found in
Kimm et al. 2011).

The HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation (Ocvirk et al.
2008; Devriendt et al. 2010) was carried out using the Eule-
rian hydrodynamic code, RAMSES (Teyssier 2002), which uses
an Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) technique. It followed
the evolution of a cubic cosmological volume of 50h$1 Mpc

≠

cosmic web is important for galaxy morphology
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contrast, if this material comes in cold, star formation can be
fueled on a halo free-fall time. Cold-mode accretion should
also have an important impact on the properties (scale
length, scale height, rotational velocity) of galactic discs, if as
conjectured by Kereš et al. (2005), cold streams merge onto
disks “like streams of cars entering an expressway”, convert-
ing a significant fraction of their infall velocity to rotational
velocity. Dekel et al. (2009) argued along the same lines in
their analysis of the HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation: the
stream carrying the largest coherent flux with an impact pa-
rameter of a few kiloparsecs may determine the disc’s spin
and orientation. Powell et al. (2010) spectacularly confirmed
these conjectures by showing that indeed, the filaments con-
nect rather smoothly to the disc: they appear to join from dif-
ferent directions, coiling around one another and forming a
thin extended disc structure, their high velocities driving its
rotation.

The way angular momentum is advected through the
virial sphere as a function of time is expected to play a key
role in re-arranging the gas and dark matter within dark mat-
ter halos. The pioneer works of Peebles (1969); Doroshkevich
(1970); White (1984) addressed the issue of the original spin
up of collapsed halos, explaining its linear growth up to the
time the initial overdensity decouples from the expansion of
the Universe through the re-alignment of the primordial per-
turbation’s inertial tensor with the shear tensor. However, lit-
tle theoretical work has been devoted to analysing the out-
skirts of the Lagrangian patches associated with virialised
dark matter halos, which account for the later infall of gas
and dark matter onto the already formed halos. In this pa-
per, we quantify how significant this issue is and present a
consistent picture of the time evolution of angular momen-
tum accretion at the virial sphere based on our current the-
oretical understanding of the large scale structure dynamics.
More specifically, the paper presents a possible answer to the
conundrum of why cold gas flows in !-CDM universes are
consistent with thin disk formation. Indeed, as far as galactic
disc formation is concerned, the heart of the matter lies in un-
derstanding how and when gas is accreted through the virial
sphere onto the disc. In other words, what are the geometry
and temporal evolution of the gas accretion?

In the ’standard’ paradigm of disc formation, this ques-
tion was split in two. The dark matter and gas present in the
virialised halo both acquired angular momentum through
tidal torques in the pre-virialisation stage, i.e. until turn-
around (e.g White 1984). The gas was later shock-heated as
it collapsed, and secularly cooled and condensed into a disk
(Fall & Efstathiou 1980) having lost most of the connection
with its anisotropic cosmic past. In the modern cold mode
accretion picture which now seems to dominate all but the
most massive halos, these questions need to be re-addressed.
This paper presents a new scenario in which the coherency
in the disk build-up stems from the orderly motion of the fil-
amentary inflow of cold gas coming from the outskirts of the
collapsing galactic patch. The outline is as follows: in section
2, using hydrodynamical simulations, we report evidence
that filamentary flows advect an ever increasing amount of
angular momentum through the halo virial sphere at redshift
higher than 1.5. We also demonstrate that the orientation of
these flows is consistent, i.e. maintained over long periods of
time. Section 3 presents results obtained through simplified
pure dark matter simulations of the collapse of a Lagrangian

Figure 1. A typical galaxy residing in a high mass halo (M !
2 " 1012 M# at z = 3.8). The radius of the circle in the both pan-
els corresponds to Rvir = 79 kpc. Gas (left panel), and dark matter
(right panel) projected densities are plotted. Gas filaments are signif-
icantly thinner than their dark matter counterpart. Note the extent
and the coherence of the large scale gaseous filaments surrounding
that galaxy.
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Figure 3. The covariances (thick line) between different redshifts
(as labeled) of the thresholded density maps on the virial sphere,
Rvir, together with the corresponding dispersion (inter-quartile, dot-
ted lines). The lower bound of the thresholded density is chosen
such that filamentary structures stand out, while the upper bound
is adopted to minimise the signal from the satellites (see the text,
Section 2). The orientation of filaments is temporally coherent, as is
qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2.

patch associated with a virialised halo as these have the merit
of better illustrating the dynamics of matter flows in the out-
skirts of the halo. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of
the conjectured impact of this scenario on disk growth at var-
ious redshifts, conclusions and prospects.

2 HYDRODYNAMICAL EVIDENCE

Let us start by briefly reporting the relevant hydrody-
namical results we have obtained. We statistically anal-
ysed the advected specific angular momentum of both gas
and dark matter at the virial radius of dark haloes in the
HORIZON-MareNostrum cosmological simulation at redshift
6.1, 5.0, 3.8, 2.5 and 1.5 (see Figure 1, Details can be found in
Kimm et al. 2011).

The HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation (Ocvirk et al.
2008; Devriendt et al. 2010) was carried out using the Eule-
rian hydrodynamic code, RAMSES (Teyssier 2002), which uses
an Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) technique. It followed
the evolution of a cubic cosmological volume of 50h$1 Mpc
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Paradigm
shift

MIG
« Interface » @ Virial Radius

Halo

Disk

IGM

shielding (?) 
hot corona

Cold
streams

 cf Binney 77 !!

Gas shocks 
isothermally

in LSS

Rees Ostriker 77
Katz 2002

@ high z / low mass

@ high redshift
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The Virtual (hydrodynamical) universe

we see cold flows + recurrent disk reformation
LSS drives secondary infall & SPIN ALIGNMENT

Fact number four
2 C. Pichon, D. Pogosyan, T. Kimm, A. Slyz, J. Devriendt and Y. Dubois

contrast, if this material comes in cold, star formation can be
fueled on a halo free-fall time. Cold-mode accretion should
also have an important impact on the properties (scale
length, scale height, rotational velocity) of galactic discs, if as
conjectured by Kereš et al. (2005), cold streams merge onto
disks “like streams of cars entering an expressway”, convert-
ing a significant fraction of their infall velocity to rotational
velocity. Dekel et al. (2009) argued along the same lines in
their analysis of the HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation: the
stream carrying the largest coherent flux with an impact pa-
rameter of a few kiloparsecs may determine the disc’s spin
and orientation. Powell et al. (2010) spectacularly confirmed
these conjectures by showing that indeed, the filaments con-
nect rather smoothly to the disc: they appear to join from dif-
ferent directions, coiling around one another and forming a
thin extended disc structure, their high velocities driving its
rotation.

The way angular momentum is advected through the
virial sphere as a function of time is expected to play a key
role in re-arranging the gas and dark matter within dark mat-
ter halos. The pioneer works of Peebles (1969); Doroshkevich
(1970); White (1984) addressed the issue of the original spin
up of collapsed halos, explaining its linear growth up to the
time the initial overdensity decouples from the expansion of
the Universe through the re-alignment of the primordial per-
turbation’s inertial tensor with the shear tensor. However, lit-
tle theoretical work has been devoted to analysing the out-
skirts of the Lagrangian patches associated with virialised
dark matter halos, which account for the later infall of gas
and dark matter onto the already formed halos. In this pa-
per, we quantify how significant this issue is and present a
consistent picture of the time evolution of angular momen-
tum accretion at the virial sphere based on our current the-
oretical understanding of the large scale structure dynamics.
More specifically, the paper presents a possible answer to the
conundrum of why cold gas flows in !-CDM universes are
consistent with thin disk formation. Indeed, as far as galactic
disc formation is concerned, the heart of the matter lies in un-
derstanding how and when gas is accreted through the virial
sphere onto the disc. In other words, what are the geometry
and temporal evolution of the gas accretion?

In the ’standard’ paradigm of disc formation, this ques-
tion was split in two. The dark matter and gas present in the
virialised halo both acquired angular momentum through
tidal torques in the pre-virialisation stage, i.e. until turn-
around (e.g White 1984). The gas was later shock-heated as
it collapsed, and secularly cooled and condensed into a disk
(Fall & Efstathiou 1980) having lost most of the connection
with its anisotropic cosmic past. In the modern cold mode
accretion picture which now seems to dominate all but the
most massive halos, these questions need to be re-addressed.
This paper presents a new scenario in which the coherency
in the disk build-up stems from the orderly motion of the fil-
amentary inflow of cold gas coming from the outskirts of the
collapsing galactic patch. The outline is as follows: in section
2, using hydrodynamical simulations, we report evidence
that filamentary flows advect an ever increasing amount of
angular momentum through the halo virial sphere at redshift
higher than 1.5. We also demonstrate that the orientation of
these flows is consistent, i.e. maintained over long periods of
time. Section 3 presents results obtained through simplified
pure dark matter simulations of the collapse of a Lagrangian

Figure 1. A typical galaxy residing in a high mass halo (M !
2 " 1012 M# at z = 3.8). The radius of the circle in the both pan-
els corresponds to Rvir = 79 kpc. Gas (left panel), and dark matter
(right panel) projected densities are plotted. Gas filaments are signif-
icantly thinner than their dark matter counterpart. Note the extent
and the coherence of the large scale gaseous filaments surrounding
that galaxy.
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Figure 3. The covariances (thick line) between different redshifts
(as labeled) of the thresholded density maps on the virial sphere,
Rvir, together with the corresponding dispersion (inter-quartile, dot-
ted lines). The lower bound of the thresholded density is chosen
such that filamentary structures stand out, while the upper bound
is adopted to minimise the signal from the satellites (see the text,
Section 2). The orientation of filaments is temporally coherent, as is
qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2.

patch associated with a virialised halo as these have the merit
of better illustrating the dynamics of matter flows in the out-
skirts of the halo. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of
the conjectured impact of this scenario on disk growth at var-
ious redshifts, conclusions and prospects.

2 HYDRODYNAMICAL EVIDENCE

Let us start by briefly reporting the relevant hydrody-
namical results we have obtained. We statistically anal-
ysed the advected specific angular momentum of both gas
and dark matter at the virial radius of dark haloes in the
HORIZON-MareNostrum cosmological simulation at redshift
6.1, 5.0, 3.8, 2.5 and 1.5 (see Figure 1, Details can be found in
Kimm et al. 2011).

The HORIZON-MareNostrum simulation (Ocvirk et al.
2008; Devriendt et al. 2010) was carried out using the Eule-
rian hydrodynamic code, RAMSES (Teyssier 2002), which uses
an Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) technique. It followed
the evolution of a cubic cosmological volume of 50h$1 Mpc

≠

Cosmic web SHARPER
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Context & clues

disc	  must	  have	  a	  coherent	  stratified	  angular	  momentum

surrounding	  void/wall	  repel	  (contrast<0)	  contribute	  to	  secondary	  infall

gas	  shocks	  isothermally	  during	  shell	  crossing,	  	  follows	  filaments	  closely

there	  are	  discs	  on	  the	  sky	  and	  in	  numerical	  simulations

galaxies	  form	  and	  evolve	  on	  the	  cosmic	  web	  (anisotropic	  PBS)

standard 
hierarchical 

clustering picture

aka
completely

useless
(nautical) analogy
that probably only 

the author 
understands

halo rigging
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Part I Outline

4 trivial facts about galaxies in their web

the proposition

various proofs of various value?
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 The proposition in one sentence 

Disks form because LSS are large (dynamically 
young) and (partially) an-isotropic :

they induce persistent angular momentum 
advection of cold gas along filaments 

which stratifies
accordingly so as to (re)build discs

continuously.
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Part I Outline

4 trivial facts about galaxies in their web

The proposition

Various proofs of various value?

• smoking gun?

• lots of hand waving ??

• robust statistics?
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 Clues from LSS

"Proof by halo centric environment"

a.k.a

proof by hypnosis,
fishy analogy & 

mathematical jargon
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Time line of LSS
full history of universe
 at once !
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Drift of  filaments
Time-line evolution 

of filaments

void induced
cosmic
drift

18
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Net torque ?

Peak
saddle	  
pt

Large	  void
Small
void

2D Cartoon of "ideal" cosmic 
environment : 

19

Mean local cosmic initial condition 
homeomorphic to such crystal
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wall type saddle

tube type saddle

minimum

maximum

Net torque ?

3D "ideal"cosmic crystal 
Cartoon:  

20

Mean local cosmic initial condition 
homeomorphic to such crystal

big void

p
2 p

3
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wall type saddle

tube type saddle

minimum

maximum

Net torque ?

3D "ideal"cosmic crystal 
Cartoon:  

20

Mean local cosmic initial condition 
homeomorphic to such crystal

 biased by assumed isotropy: generically one fil+wall

big void

p
2 p

3
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Do we see this?

"Proof" by visualisation of 
hydrodynamical simulation

a.k.a

proof by pretty pictures
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gas tracing 
particle:

follow shocks

typical setting: 
one wall one 

filament
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void

wall

filament

CGM

gas tracing 
particle:

follow shocks

typical setting: 
one wall one 

filament
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locus of 3rd 
shock

Note the high helicity of  inflow: 
 AM rich quasi-polar accretion Explain this !
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"Proof" by tagging

Can we trace this back in time?

a.k.a "Proof" by looking at ONE object !
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Angular momentum rich filamentary 

cold flows: progenitor of thin discs?

25

Nut Simulation
0.5 pc resolution

"full physics"
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Angular momentum rich filamentary 

cold flows: progenitor of thin discs?

25

Nut Simulation
0.5 pc resolution

"full physics"
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The fate of
cold gas

Buddle of position of 
gas tracer particles at different 

epochs (high z)

void

wall

filament

CGM
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early time late time
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Mass in disc originate from filaments
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Angular momentum in disc originate 
from filaments

Smoking
 gun ?
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"Proof" by robust statistical analysis

Can it be made quantitative? 

a.k.a

lies, damn lies and statistics
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Anisotropic accretion: cold flows driven by LSS

MareNostrum z~2

Red: density
Blue: temperature

Green: metal

M =1012 Mo z=3

• Use LSS  dynamics to statistically analyse AM infall  @ Rvir

130 000 galaxies
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Filamentary Accretion:
coherent orientation

Coherent ang. moment 
orientation

PDF relative orientation @ ≠ z

Cross correlation 
of thresholded density  

@ Virial sphere

growth of |ang moment|

Evolution in z of advected moment

Advected Ang Moment 
Alignment / halo

Alignment moment / spin DH

Jz

density

analysis over
 50 000 halos

w(✓) =

X

l,m

halmb⇤lmiPl(cos(✓))/
p

(

X

l,m

h|alm|2i
X

l,m

h|blm|2i) ,

32

density

Jz
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Disks form because LSS are large (dynamically young) 
and (partially) an-isotropic :

they induce persistent angular momentum
advection of cold gas along filaments 

which stratifies
accordingly so as to (re)build discs continuously.

This is the raison d’être of cosmic web :-)

typically one wall one filament:
dynamical implication?

 initial galactic infall is AM rich 
but quasi polar in the CGM
-> spin // to embedding filament 
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What’s happening on 
larger scales?

How is the cosmic web woven?
i.e Where do galaxies form in our Universe?

What are the dynamical implications?
Why?

PART II
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How discs build up from persistent cosmic web?

How dark halo's spin flip relative to filament?
Why are they initially aligned with filaments?
Why the transition mass?  Eulerian view

What is the corresponding Lagrangian theory?
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Peak background split in 1D

+

dark halos don't form anywhere
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with filamentary 
boost

without 
boost

collapse
threshold

Peak background split in 2D
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without 
boost with

 boost

Peak background split in 3D

Does this anisotropic biassing have 
a dynamical signature?  yes!
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without 
boost with

 boost

Peak background split in 3D

Does this anisotropic biassing have 
a dynamical signature?  yes!
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Orientation of the spins w.r.t the filaments

Horizon 4Pi: 
DM only

2 Gpc/h periodic box
40963 DM part.

43 million dark halos at 
z=0

(Teyssier et al, 2009)

skeleton
follow filaments
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Orientation of the spins w.r.t the filaments

Horizon 4Pi: 
DM only

2 Gpc/h periodic box
40963 DM part.

43 million dark halos at 
z=0

(Teyssier et al, 2009)
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- In agreement with other numerical studies e.g Bailin & Steinmetz (2005); Aragon-Calvo et al. (2007,2013); Hahn et al. (2007); Paz et al. (2008)
- Confirmed by observations e.g Tempel et al 2013 using the SDSS data
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Figure 13. Vorticity field in the neighbourhood of the main filament of the idealized “HDM” simulation, SHDM
20

shown in Fig. 12 and
colour coded through its ‘z’ component. The vorticity is clearly aligned with the direction of the filament, strongest within its multi-flow
core region, while its polarity is twisted around it. The helicity measurements are consistent with the observed level of twisting.
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Figure 14. Left: the cross section of the vorticity perpendicular to the main filament shown in Fig. 13. The colour coding in the section
corresponds to the vorticity towards us (in blue) and away from us (in red) as shown by the corresponding arrows. The thin blue lines
correspond to velocity field lines. The brown surfaces represent the local walls. The field lines converge towards the local walls and are
in agreement with the vorticity field which is partitioned by these walls. Right: the probability distribution as a function of the cosine
angle between the normal to the zero vorticity walls and the normal to the density walls, cos!, computed on the simulation SCDM

100
. The

simulation is divided into eight 50 h!1 Mpc sub-boxes. Density walls are computed using DisPerSE, and the smoothing coe!cient of the
tessellation is S=4 (see Appendix E). The plotted signal corresponds to the average of the PDFs for the 8 sub-boxes. The displayed error
bars are 1-" standard deviation on the mean.

to random orientations, and perpendicular to the normal of
the dominant walls at a similar level. This is consistent with
the corresponding direction of the eigenvectors of the tidal
field (and is expected given that the potential is a smoothed
version of the density field).

• At these scales, the cross sections of these filaments are
typically partitioned into multipolar caustics, with oppo-
site vorticity parallel to their filament, arising from mul-
tiple flows originating from neighbouring walls, as would
secondary shell crossing along these walls imply. The ra-
dial vorticity profile within the multi-flow region displays a

sharp rise near the caustic, a qualitatively expected feature
of catastrophe theory.

• The spins of embedded halos within these filaments are
consistently aligned with the vorticity of their host vorticity
quadrant at a level of 165 per cent. The progenitor of lighter
halos within the multi-flow region can be traced back to
three flows or more originating from the neighbouring walls,
and form within the filament, in agreement with the predic-
tions of Codis et al. (2012).

• The maximum helicity within these regions reaches a
few H2

0 Mpc and has the same parity as the vorticity, which
is expected given the mostly laminar flow within filaments

wall -zero vorticity 
alignment

consistent with  the winding wall 

velocity 
flow
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Figure 4. Geometry/kinematics of a typical multi-flow region across a filament. Left: density map of a section perpendicular to a given
filament in logarithmic scale. Middle: projected vorticity along the filament within that section (towards in red and away from the observer
in blue) in unit of h km s!1 Mpc!1 on which is plotted in dark a contour of the density. Circles are halos with their corresponding virial
radius. The colour of the circles match to the values of cos ! between the halos spins and the normal of the section, positively oriented
toward us. Vorticity is computed after smoothing of the velocity field with a Gaussian filter of 1.6 h!1 Mpc. Right: helicity along that
same section in unit of H2

0
Mpc. These maps are done with SHDM

100 . FOF halos are from SCDM
100 .

transverse component which, after shocking with the circum-
galactic medium, will eventually build up the galaxy’s spin.

3.3 Correlation between vorticity and spin

The alignment of vorticity with filaments on the one hand,
and previous results about alignment (or orthogonality) of
the low-mass (high-mass) halos spin with the filament and
the shear eigenvectors (Codis et al. 2012; Libeskind et al.
2012) on the other hand, suggest to revisit the align-
ment of spin with the vorticity (previously examined by
Libeskind et al. 2012) and to analyze in depth the corre-
lation between vorticity and angular momentum. The mea-
surement is done by computing the vorticity at the posi-
tions of the halos and the projection, cos !, between both
normalized vectors. First note that halos typically stand
within one quadrant of the vorticity within filaments and
not at the intersection of these quadrants, which is why the
spin/vorticity alignment is strong.

The resulting PDF of cos ! is displayed in Fig. 7. Here
the set of simulations, SCDM

50 are used to compute error bars
on the correlation between spin and vorticity. A qualitative
account of this alignment is shown on Fig. 6 using SHDM

20 .
The measured correlations are noisier as only a finite num-
ber of dark halos are found within the simulation volume.
It was checked that the correlation is not dominated by the
intrinsic vorticity of the halos themselves by computing the
alignment between the spin and the vorticity of the field af-
ter extruding the FOF halos, which led to no significant dif-
ference in the amplitude of the correlation. We find an excess
probability of 25 per cent relative to random orientations to
have cos ! in [0.5, 1] for halos with 10 ! log(M/M") ! 11,
55 per cent for 11 ! log(M/M") ! 12 and 165 per cent for
12 ! log(M/M") ! 13. Note importantly that the intricate
geometry of the multi-flow region (see Fig. 13 and Fig. D1
below) strongly suggests retrospectively that the alignment
(including polarity) between the spin of dark matter halos
and the vorticity of the flow within that region cannot be
coincidental. Indeed, vanilla TTT cannot naively explain the
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Figure 5. Top: Normalized histogram of the number of multi-
flow regions with di!erent polarity around a filament measured
in the simulation SHDM

100
. The mean corresponds to !nmultiflow" =

4.6, the median is 4.25. On large scales, the multi-flow region is
therefore typically quadrupolar. Bottom: Normalized histogram
of the size of a region in SHDM

100
with a given polarity. The mean

size of such region is !R" = 1.6h!1 Mpc, somewhat below the
smoothing length of the initial conditions, Rs = 2.3h!1 Mpc. It
was checked on SHDM

20
that a similar scaling applies.

region of constant polarity are  smaller !
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Cross section of vorticity in caustic

Swirling filaments: are large-scale structure vortices spinning up dark halos? 13
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Figure 15. Azimuthal average of the radial profile of the vor-
ticity. The profile is obtained by averaging on the sections of a
complete filament (each section is associated to a filament seg-
ment, to which the section is perpendicular). Vorticity is clearly
larger towards the caustic, and would theoretically become singu-
lar (as 1/

!

1! r/rmax) at the caustic for a Zel’dovich mapping,
as shown in Pichon & Bernardeau (1999). Here the profile is con-
volved by shape variations from one caustic to another and by
the azimuthal average. The indicative error bar was computed as
the average over a larger stack.

Definition Name Mean Median

Alignment between vorticity and Cosmic Web
DM: vorticity/filaments

| cosµ|
0.58 (0.5) 0.62

Hydro: vorticity/filaments 0.58 (0.5) 0.63
DM: vorticity/walls 0.34 (0.5) 0.27

Alignment between vorticity and halos spin
10 ! log(M/M!) ! 11

cos !
0.09 (0.0) 0.14

10 ! log(M/M!) ! 12 0.19 (0.0) 0.29
12 ! log(M/M!) ! 13 0.53 (0.0) 0.72

Alignment between density walls and 0-vorticity walls
| cos"| 0.54 (0.5) 0.56

Alignment between vorticity and tidal tensor eigenvectors
vorticity / e1

| cos #|
0.62 (0.5) 0.69

vorticity / e2 0.48 (0.5) 0.47
vorticity / e3 0.31 (0.5) 0.23

Table 2. The median and mean cosine values for the set of stud-
ied alignments. In parenthesis, the expected values for random
distributions.

found in Sousbie et al. (2008). It should be of interest when
studying the geometry of the gas infall on the CGM.

• Adiabatic/cooling hydrodynamical simulations suggest
that within the dark matter caustics, the gas and the dark
matter share the same vorticity orientation on large scales.
High-resolution cooling runs show that the small scale struc-
ture of the velocity flow around forming galaxies does not
destroy this larger scale coherence.

• The mass transition for spin-filament alignment is set

by the size of sub-caustics with a given polarization. The
alignment is strongest for Lagrangian patch commensurable
with the sub-caustic as vorticity is strongest on the edge
of the multi-flow region. Once the collapsed halo has a size
larger than any such sub-caustic, it cancels out most of the
vorticity within the caustics.

The focus of this paper was in explaining the “where”:
pinning down the locus of vorticity and describing the geom-
etry of multi-flow infall towards filaments; and the “how”:
explaining its origin via shell crossing. It also provided an
explanation for the origin of the mass transition for spin
alignment. All measured alignments are summarized in Ta-
ble 2.

Improvements beyond the scope of this paper include
i) developing the sketched anisotropic (filamentary) peak-
background-split theory of spin acquisition; ii) quantifying
the curvilinear evolution of the vorticity (orientation and
amplitude) as a function of distance to the critical points of
the cosmic web and predicting the spin flip for high masses;
iii) quantifying the helicoidal nature of gas infall on galactic
scales; iv) connecting the findings of this paper to the actual
process of galactic alignment.

In turn, this should allow astronomers to shed light
on the following problems: how and when was the present
Hubble sequence of galaxies established? How much of the
dynamical evolution of galaxies is driven by environment?
What physical processes transforming galaxies dominates
morphology: galaxy interactions and mergers, external ac-
cretion and outflows, secular evolution? What is their re-
spective roles in shaping disks, bulges or spheroids? Is it the
same process at low and high redshift? These are addressed
in part in the companion paper, Welker (2014), which shows
in particular using state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simula-
tions with AGN/SN feedback, that at high redshifts, the
large vorticity of the gas flow is correlated with the direc-
tion of the spin of galaxies.
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Figure 9. The probability distribution of the cosine of the angle
between the vorticity and the direction of the skeleton, measured
in Scool

20
(0.7) for various redshifts as labeled. The amplitude of

the correlation decreases with cosmic time.

of the main filament in the simulation SHDM
20 , where the

high-density regions, the local skeleton and the field lines
colour-coded by the vorticity are shown. The white lines
correspond to the local skeleton; the blue-red bundles cor-
respond to velocity field lines colour-coded by vorticity; the
yellowish shaded regions corresponds to high densities while
the dots correspond to dark halos in the !CDM counterpart
of this simulation; the white cross section colour codes the
vorticity of the velocity flow along that region. It appears
clearly that i) velocities acquire some vorticity as they reach
the main filament (see also Fig. 11, right panel); ii) the vor-
ticity section is consistent with the large-scale flow along
the x-direction, strongly suggesting that the main wall along
x ! z is feeding transversally the filament and accounts for
the geometry of the multi-flow region (see also Fig. 14 below
which zooms in on the region of interest).

Fig. 13 displays the vorticity field in the neighbourhood
of the main filament of the idealized “HDM” simulation,
SHDM
20 , shown in Fig. 12. The vorticity bundle is clearly co-

herent on large scales, and aligned with the direction of the
filament, strongest within its multi-flow core region, while
its essentially quadrupolarity is twisted around it.

Fig. 14 displays the cross section of the vorticity per-
pendicular to the main filament shown in Fig. 13. The veloc-
ity field lines (in blue) converge towards the local walls (in
brown) and are visually in agreement with the vorticity field
which is partitioned by these walls. This picture is qualita-
tively consistent with the scenario presented in Codis et al.
(2012) as it shows that the filaments are fed via the embed-
ding walls, while the geometry of the flow generates vorticity
within their core. This vorticity defines the local environ-
ment in which DM halos form with a spin aligned with that
vorticity, as illustrated on Fig. 6. The alignment between the
contours of minimal vorticity and the density walls which is
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Figure 10. The probability distribution of the cosine of the an-
gle between the spin of dark halos and the direction of the clos-
est filament as a function of mass in the SCDM

2000
simulation. The

smoothing length over which filaments are defined is 5 h!1Mpc.
This figure extends the result first reported in Codis et al. (2012)
to the mass range logM/M" ! 11.5 - 12.0. In this mass range
one observes that the probability to have a small angle between
the halo’s spin and the filament’s direction first increases (in red)
as mass grows to logM/M" ! 12.1, in agreement with the in-
creased spin - vorticity alignment demonstrated in Fig. 7. At
larger masses (from orange to blue) the statistical spin-filament
alignment quickly decays, with a critical mass (in yellow) cor-
responding to a transition to predominately orthogonal orienta-
tions (in blue) at logMcrit/M" " 12.7 as defined by Codis et al.
(2012).

visually observed on Fig. 14 (left panel) is then quantita-
tively examined. The probability distribution of the cosine
of the angle between the zero vorticity contour and the wall
within the caustic is plotted on the right panel of Fig. 14
(see Appendix E for the definition of the zero vorticity con-
tour). An excess of probability of 15 per cent is observed for
cos! in [0.5, 1] relative to random distribution, that is for
the alignment of the walls with the minimal vorticity con-
tours. This alignment increases with the smoothing of the
tessellations, as expected.

4.2 Progenitors of multi-flow region

In a dark matter (Lagrangian) simulation, it is straightfor-
ward to identify the origin of particles within the multi-flow
region. Fig. 11 traces back in time DM particles ending up
within a quadrant of the multi-flow region. The quadrant is
fed by three flows of particles. The flow is irrotational in the
initial phase of structure formation until the crossing of three
flows in the vicinity of the filaments generates shear and vor-
ticity close to the caustic. Note that the sharp rise near the
edge of the multi-flow region at the caustic is qualitatively
consistent with catastrophe theory (Arnold 1992), and is
directly related to the prediction of Pichon & Bernardeau

Revisit
Alignement of spin with cosmic web

Spin alignment  first INCREASES with mass !!!

vorticity
 max on edge
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of the main filament in the simulation SHDM
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high-density regions, the local skeleton and the field lines
colour-coded by the vorticity are shown. The white lines
correspond to the local skeleton; the blue-red bundles cor-
respond to velocity field lines colour-coded by vorticity; the
yellowish shaded regions corresponds to high densities while
the dots correspond to dark halos in the !CDM counterpart
of this simulation; the white cross section colour codes the
vorticity of the velocity flow along that region. It appears
clearly that i) velocities acquire some vorticity as they reach
the main filament (see also Fig. 11, right panel); ii) the vor-
ticity section is consistent with the large-scale flow along
the x-direction, strongly suggesting that the main wall along
x ! z is feeding transversally the filament and accounts for
the geometry of the multi-flow region (see also Fig. 14 below
which zooms in on the region of interest).

Fig. 13 displays the vorticity field in the neighbourhood
of the main filament of the idealized “HDM” simulation,
SHDM
20 , shown in Fig. 12. The vorticity bundle is clearly co-

herent on large scales, and aligned with the direction of the
filament, strongest within its multi-flow core region, while
its essentially quadrupolarity is twisted around it.

Fig. 14 displays the cross section of the vorticity per-
pendicular to the main filament shown in Fig. 13. The veloc-
ity field lines (in blue) converge towards the local walls (in
brown) and are visually in agreement with the vorticity field
which is partitioned by these walls. This picture is qualita-
tively consistent with the scenario presented in Codis et al.
(2012) as it shows that the filaments are fed via the embed-
ding walls, while the geometry of the flow generates vorticity
within their core. This vorticity defines the local environ-
ment in which DM halos form with a spin aligned with that
vorticity, as illustrated on Fig. 6. The alignment between the
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smoothing length over which filaments are defined is 5 h!1Mpc.
This figure extends the result first reported in Codis et al. (2012)
to the mass range logM/M" ! 11.5 - 12.0. In this mass range
one observes that the probability to have a small angle between
the halo’s spin and the filament’s direction first increases (in red)
as mass grows to logM/M" ! 12.1, in agreement with the in-
creased spin - vorticity alignment demonstrated in Fig. 7. At
larger masses (from orange to blue) the statistical spin-filament
alignment quickly decays, with a critical mass (in yellow) cor-
responding to a transition to predominately orthogonal orienta-
tions (in blue) at logMcrit/M" " 12.7 as defined by Codis et al.
(2012).

visually observed on Fig. 14 (left panel) is then quantita-
tively examined. The probability distribution of the cosine
of the angle between the zero vorticity contour and the wall
within the caustic is plotted on the right panel of Fig. 14
(see Appendix E for the definition of the zero vorticity con-
tour). An excess of probability of 15 per cent is observed for
cos! in [0.5, 1] relative to random distribution, that is for
the alignment of the walls with the minimal vorticity con-
tours. This alignment increases with the smoothing of the
tessellations, as expected.

4.2 Progenitors of multi-flow region

In a dark matter (Lagrangian) simulation, it is straightfor-
ward to identify the origin of particles within the multi-flow
region. Fig. 11 traces back in time DM particles ending up
within a quadrant of the multi-flow region. The quadrant is
fed by three flows of particles. The flow is irrotational in the
initial phase of structure formation until the crossing of three
flows in the vicinity of the filaments generates shear and vor-
ticity close to the caustic. Note that the sharp rise near the
edge of the multi-flow region at the caustic is qualitatively
consistent with catastrophe theory (Arnold 1992), and is
directly related to the prediction of Pichon & Bernardeau
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Figure 4. Geometry/kinematics of a typical multi-flow region across a filament. Left: density map of a section perpendicular to a given
filament in logarithmic scale. Middle: projected vorticity along the filament within that section (towards in red and away from the observer
in blue) in unit of h km s!1 Mpc!1 on which is plotted in dark a contour of the density. Circles are halos with their corresponding virial
radius. The colour of the circles match to the values of cos ! between the halos spins and the normal of the section, positively oriented
toward us. Vorticity is computed after smoothing of the velocity field with a Gaussian filter of 1.6 h!1 Mpc. Right: helicity along that
same section in unit of H2

0
Mpc. These maps are done with SHDM

100 . FOF halos are from SCDM
100 .

transverse component which, after shocking with the circum-
galactic medium, will eventually build up the galaxy’s spin.

3.3 Correlation between vorticity and spin

The alignment of vorticity with filaments on the one hand,
and previous results about alignment (or orthogonality) of
the low-mass (high-mass) halos spin with the filament and
the shear eigenvectors (Codis et al. 2012; Libeskind et al.
2012) on the other hand, suggest to revisit the align-
ment of spin with the vorticity (previously examined by
Libeskind et al. 2012) and to analyze in depth the corre-
lation between vorticity and angular momentum. The mea-
surement is done by computing the vorticity at the posi-
tions of the halos and the projection, cos !, between both
normalized vectors. First note that halos typically stand
within one quadrant of the vorticity within filaments and
not at the intersection of these quadrants, which is why the
spin/vorticity alignment is strong.

The resulting PDF of cos ! is displayed in Fig. 7. Here
the set of simulations, SCDM

50 are used to compute error bars
on the correlation between spin and vorticity. A qualitative
account of this alignment is shown on Fig. 6 using SHDM

20 .
The measured correlations are noisier as only a finite num-
ber of dark halos are found within the simulation volume.
It was checked that the correlation is not dominated by the
intrinsic vorticity of the halos themselves by computing the
alignment between the spin and the vorticity of the field af-
ter extruding the FOF halos, which led to no significant dif-
ference in the amplitude of the correlation. We find an excess
probability of 25 per cent relative to random orientations to
have cos ! in [0.5, 1] for halos with 10 ! log(M/M") ! 11,
55 per cent for 11 ! log(M/M") ! 12 and 165 per cent for
12 ! log(M/M") ! 13. Note importantly that the intricate
geometry of the multi-flow region (see Fig. 13 and Fig. D1
below) strongly suggests retrospectively that the alignment
(including polarity) between the spin of dark matter halos
and the vorticity of the flow within that region cannot be
coincidental. Indeed, vanilla TTT cannot naively explain the
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Figure 5. Top: Normalized histogram of the number of multi-
flow regions with di!erent polarity around a filament measured
in the simulation SHDM

100
. The mean corresponds to !nmultiflow" =

4.6, the median is 4.25. On large scales, the multi-flow region is
therefore typically quadrupolar. Bottom: Normalized histogram
of the size of a region in SHDM

100
with a given polarity. The mean

size of such region is !R" = 1.6h!1 Mpc, somewhat below the
smoothing length of the initial conditions, Rs = 2.3h!1 Mpc. It
was checked on SHDM

20
that a similar scaling applies.
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Figure 15. Azimuthal average of the radial profile of the vor-
ticity. The profile is obtained by averaging on the sections of a
complete filament (each section is associated to a filament seg-
ment, to which the section is perpendicular). Vorticity is clearly
larger towards the caustic, and would theoretically become singu-
lar (as 1/

!

1! r/rmax) at the caustic for a Zel’dovich mapping,
as shown in Pichon & Bernardeau (1999). Here the profile is con-
volved by shape variations from one caustic to another and by
the azimuthal average. The indicative error bar was computed as
the average over a larger stack.

Definition Name Mean Median

Alignment between vorticity and Cosmic Web
DM: vorticity/filaments

| cosµ|
0.58 (0.5) 0.62

Hydro: vorticity/filaments 0.58 (0.5) 0.63
DM: vorticity/walls 0.34 (0.5) 0.27

Alignment between vorticity and halos spin
10 ! log(M/M!) ! 11

cos !
0.09 (0.0) 0.14

10 ! log(M/M!) ! 12 0.19 (0.0) 0.29
12 ! log(M/M!) ! 13 0.53 (0.0) 0.72

Alignment between density walls and 0-vorticity walls
| cos"| 0.54 (0.5) 0.56

Alignment between vorticity and tidal tensor eigenvectors
vorticity / e1

| cos #|
0.62 (0.5) 0.69

vorticity / e2 0.48 (0.5) 0.47
vorticity / e3 0.31 (0.5) 0.23

Table 2. The median and mean cosine values for the set of stud-
ied alignments. In parenthesis, the expected values for random
distributions.

found in Sousbie et al. (2008). It should be of interest when
studying the geometry of the gas infall on the CGM.

• Adiabatic/cooling hydrodynamical simulations suggest
that within the dark matter caustics, the gas and the dark
matter share the same vorticity orientation on large scales.
High-resolution cooling runs show that the small scale struc-
ture of the velocity flow around forming galaxies does not
destroy this larger scale coherence.

• The mass transition for spin-filament alignment is set

by the size of sub-caustics with a given polarization. The
alignment is strongest for Lagrangian patch commensurable
with the sub-caustic as vorticity is strongest on the edge
of the multi-flow region. Once the collapsed halo has a size
larger than any such sub-caustic, it cancels out most of the
vorticity within the caustics.

The focus of this paper was in explaining the “where”:
pinning down the locus of vorticity and describing the geom-
etry of multi-flow infall towards filaments; and the “how”:
explaining its origin via shell crossing. It also provided an
explanation for the origin of the mass transition for spin
alignment. All measured alignments are summarized in Ta-
ble 2.

Improvements beyond the scope of this paper include
i) developing the sketched anisotropic (filamentary) peak-
background-split theory of spin acquisition; ii) quantifying
the curvilinear evolution of the vorticity (orientation and
amplitude) as a function of distance to the critical points of
the cosmic web and predicting the spin flip for high masses;
iii) quantifying the helicoidal nature of gas infall on galactic
scales; iv) connecting the findings of this paper to the actual
process of galactic alignment.

In turn, this should allow astronomers to shed light
on the following problems: how and when was the present
Hubble sequence of galaxies established? How much of the
dynamical evolution of galaxies is driven by environment?
What physical processes transforming galaxies dominates
morphology: galaxy interactions and mergers, external ac-
cretion and outflows, secular evolution? What is their re-
spective roles in shaping disks, bulges or spheroids? Is it the
same process at low and high redshift? These are addressed
in part in the companion paper, Welker (2014), which shows
in particular using state-of-the-art hydrodynamical simula-
tions with AGN/SN feedback, that at high redshifts, the
large vorticity of the gas flow is correlated with the direc-
tion of the spin of galaxies.
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Spin flip  imposed by caustic size

Spin alignment  first INCREASES with mass !!!
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A toy model for vorticity section & spin flip 
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no merger : orientation versus look-back time
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no merger : spin amplitude versus look-back time
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Mcrit = 4 · 1012M�

High-mass haloes: 

formed at low z by mergers inside the filaments

M > Mcrit
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How do mergers along the filaments create 
spin perpendicular to them?

halos catch up with 
each other along 

the filaments
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wall

mergers along e�

L = r⇥ v
If pancake     filament 3

 filament
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Merger rate
 better tracer of flip
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How discs build up from persistent cosmic web?

How dark halo's spin flip relative to filament?
Why are they initially aligned with filaments?
Why the transition mass?  Eulerian view

What is the corresponding Lagrangian theory?
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Part III

Tidal torque theory with a
peak background split near a 

saddle 
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Part III Outline
The Idea

walls/filament/peak locally bias differentially 
tidal and inertia tensor: spin alignment reflect this in TTT

The picture

Geometry of spin near saddle: point reflection 
symmetric distribution 

The Maths

Very simple ab initio prediction for mass transition 

The Lagrangian view of spin/LSS connection
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Tidal/Inertia mis-alignment
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Tidal/Inertia mis-alignment
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Spin structure
 near Saddle

AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch flow

Lk = "ijk Ili Tlj

⇡ "ijk Hli Tlj

Hessian

Tidal
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AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch flow

Point reflection symmetry
follows from 

‘spin one’ property of
spin !
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vectors

filament

Zeldovitch flow
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TTT@ saddle?

subject to the  "saddle" constraints (2D)
height zero gradient

parametrized curvature
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TTT@ saddle?

subject to the  "saddle" constraints (2D)

3D

height zero gradient

parametrized curvature
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e.g. for n=-2

Define

(2D)

Incredibly simple prediction ! 

asymmetry

ν
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2D Theory of Tidal Torque @ saddle?
Lz / r4 sin 2✓ at small radius

Lz / sin 2✓ exp(�r2) at large radius
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Link with Eulerian vorticity?
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Explain transition mass?

where the area of a 
quadrant is 

The pdf of the shape  is 

so the scaling of the transition mass 

radius @ maxima

aspect ratio

power index

asymmetryheight

shape parameter

2D
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3D TTT@ saddle?
• point reflection symmetric
• vanish if no asymmetry

AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch 
flow

saddle pointspin //
to filament

perp.

perp.
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3D TTT@ saddle?
• point reflection symmetric
• vanish if no asymmetry

AM
vectors

filament

Zeldovitch 
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Lagrangian theory 
capture spin flip ! 

3D Transition mass ?

Transition mass
associated 
with size 
of quadrant
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Lagrangian theory 
capture spin flip ! 

Low mass patch

L / ez

3D Transition mass ?

Transition mass
associated 
with size 
of quadrant
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Lagrangian theory 
capture spin flip ! 

High mass patch

L / e�

Low mass patch

L / ez

3D Transition mass ?

Transition mass
associated 
with size 
of quadrant
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Geometry of the saddle provides a natural ‘metric’ (local 
frame as defined by Hessian @ saddle) relative to which 

dynamical evolution of DH is predicted.

Shifted
Press-Schechter

near saddle

Anisotropic
Tidal torque theory

M(R, z)

R

z

hcos ✓(R, z)i
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Geometry of the saddle provides a natural ‘metric’ (local 
frame as defined by Hessian @ saddle) relative to which 

dynamical evolution of DH is predicted.

Shifted
Press-Schechter

near saddle

Anisotropic
Tidal torque theory

M(R, z)

R

z

hcos ✓(R, z)i

Eliminate position ! hcos ✓i(M)
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Transition mass versus redshift 

horizon 4π

Explain transition mass?

Only 2 ingredients: a) spin is spin one b) filaments flattened

Codis et al 12’ skeleton of LSS
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Transition mass versus redshift 

horizon 4π

Explain transition mass?

Only 2 ingredients: a) spin is spin one b) filaments flattened

Codis et al 12’ skeleton of LSS
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point reflection symmetry
for realistic sets of saddles

from log GRF

Does it work with 
log-Gaussian

Random Fields?

spin flips!

2D
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Filaments 
= 

metric for spin build up
of galaxies

AM built up via cold flows
occurs near extrema of 

helicity (v.L) either side of 
saddles!

predicted Lagrangian
extrema of ‘helicity’

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

"ijk �li  lj  k

Back to galaxies

define epoch of maximal AM accretion
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Filaments 
= 

metric for spin build up
of galaxies

AM built up via cold flows
occurs near extrema of 
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saddles!

predicted Lagrangian
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Back to galaxies
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Take home message...
• Morphology (= AM stratification) driven by LSS via cold flows in 

cosmic web: it explains Es & Sps where, how & why from ICs 

• Signature in correlation between morphology and internal 
kinematic structure of cosmic web. 

• Process driven by simple dynamics:

-  requires updating TTT to saddles:  simple theory  :-)

85

For more details: Pichon et al. 2011 Codis et al 2012, Tillson et al 2012, 
Laigle et al 2014  Dubois et al 2014 Welker et al 2014, Pichon et al. 2014

tdyn ⇠ 1/
p
⇢ , shock

Where  galaxies form does matter, and can be traced back to ICs
Flattened filaments generate point-reflection-symmetric AM/vorticity distribution:

they induce the  observed spin transition mass  & helicity of cold flows
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What about baryons? 

•  Horizon-AGN simulation Jade (CINES) 
 (PI Y. Dubois, Co-I J. Devriendt & C. Pichon)  

–  Lbox=100 Mpc/h 
–  10243 DM particles MDM,res=8x107 Msun 

–  Finest cell resolution dx=1 kpc 
–  Gas cooling & UV background heating 
–  Low efficiency star formation 
–  Stellar winds + SNII + SNIa 
–  O, Fe, C, N, Si, Mg, H 
–  AGN feedback radio/quasar 

•  Outputs  
(backed up and analyzed on BEYOND) 
–  Simulation outputs 
–  Lightcones (1°x1°) performed on-the-fly 

•  Dark Matter (position, velocity) 
•  Gas (position, density, velocity, pressure, chemistry) 
•  Stars (position, mass, velocity, age, chemistry) 
•  Black holes (position, mass, velocity, accretion rate) 

•  z=1.5 using 3 Mhours on 4096 cores 

23/10/13 Colloque DIM ACAV z=1.2

What about galaxies ??

PART IV

horizon-AGN.projet-horizon.fr
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Part V Outline

Can morphology/physics trace spin flip?

Are transition masses consistent?

The fate of forming galaxies

The fate of merging galaxies
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physical fields
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Baryonic light cone
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Skeleton from BH catalogue
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Skeleton of box

results on spin 

alignment independent

of code used

(persistence/watershed)
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4 C. Welker et al.
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Figure 1. Average central stellar mass as a function of the host
halo mass in the simulation at z = 1.5 (red curve) with the 1-!
dispersion together with the abundance matching result from ?
at the same redshift either assuming a Kroupa-like IMF (black)
or a Salpeter IMF (blue) with the 1 2 and 3-! error bars rep-
resented by the shaded areas. The cyan lines indicate constant
stellar e!ciencies defined as fe! = Ms/("b/"mMh).

Figure 2. [! yohan?] example of projections in synthetic colors
of disk dominated/ bulge dominated galaxies.
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Figure 3. example of Integral field spectroscopy for the velocity
of a fast rotator, left and a slow rotator, right. The thick red line
corresponds to the position of the slit, which position is set along
the kinematic major axis. The green iso-contours correspond to
the velocity dispersion map.

Figure 4. The projection along the z axis of the Horizon-AGN

skeleton (colour coded by log density as red-yellow-blue-white)
at redshift 1.83 of a slice of 10 Mpc/h. The galaxies falling into
that slice are superimposed. The clustering of the galaxies follows
quite closely the skeleton. This paper quantifies their orientation
relative to the local anisotropy set by the skeleton.

with a length of 3 Mpc/h chosen so as to trace its large-scale
filamentary features. Two implementations of the skeleton,
based either on water shading (Sousbie et al. 2009), or per-
sistence (Sousbie et al. 2010) were implemented, without
significant di!erence for the purpose of this investigation.
The first method identifies ridges as the boundaries of walls
which are themselves the boundaries of voids. The second
one identifies them as the “special” lines connecting topo-
logically robust (filament-like) saddles points to peaks.

Figure 4 shows a slice of 10 Mpc/h of the skeleton colour
coded by log density, together with galaxies falling within
that slice. As noted before, the clustering of the galaxies fol-
lows quite closely the skeleton. The rest of the paper is de-
voted to studying the orientation of the spin of these galaxies
relative to the direction of the closest skeleton segment. In
practice, an octree is built from the position of the mid seg-
ment, and for each galaxy center of mass, the index of the
closest skeleton segment is then rapidly identified. It was
checked that our results were not sensitive to how many
such segments were considered to define the local direction
of the skeleton. The orientation of the skeleton’s segment
defines the direction relative to which that of the spin of
the galaxy is compared. The segments are also tagged with
their distance to the closest node, which also allows us to
study the evolution of this alignment along the cosmic web,
a prediction of Codis et al. (2012).

3 SPIN FLIPS EVOLUTION

This paper focuses on the orientation of the spin of galax-
ies and it cosmic evolution. Specifically, let us investigate
how this orientation varies with tracers of the the Hubble
type of galaxies, namely mass, V/! ratios, colour, age and

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Galaxies versus dense filaments

Galaxies are strongly 

clustered

 near filaments
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can morphology
trace spin flip ? 

thanks to AGN feedback we have 
morphological diversity
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Can we get massive galaxies that look like ellipticals ? 

23/10/13 Colloque DIM ACAV 

Dubois, Gavazzi, Peirani, Silk, 2013 

Increasing mass 

AGN 
g-r~0.7+0.03dust 

No AGN 
g-r~0.45+0.2dust 

140 kpc 
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Galactic spins within cosmic filaments 5

Figure 2. Stellar emission of a sample of galaxies taken from the Horizon-AGN simulation at z = 1.3 as they would be observed
through u-g-i filter bands in the rest-frame. Extinction by dust is not taken into account. Each image size is 100 kpc.

Salpeter IMF. Each star particle contributes to a flux per
frequency that depends on its mass, age, and metallicity.
The sum of these contribution of all stars is passed through
a given filter u, g, r, or i bands from the SDSS. Colours are
expressed as rest-framed quantities (i.e. that do not take
into account the red-shifting of spectra). We also neglect
the contribution to the reddening of spectra from dust ex-
tinction. Once the flux per colour bandwidth is obtained for
a star particle, we build the 2D projected maps from single
galaxies (possible satellites are excised), and we can sum up
the total contribution of their stars to the total luminosity
and colour. A small sample of galaxies representative of the
morphological variety produced by the simulation is shown
in Fig. 2, where each galaxy displayed has been identified
by the galaxy finder and merging substructures have been
removed.

2.2.3 Projected stellar kinematics

We compute the luminosity-weighted velocity along the line
of sight (los, arbitrary defined as the x-axis of the box):

v̄pixel =
!ivlos,iIi,color

!iIi,color
, (1)

where vlos,i is the velocity along the los of the i-th star in the
pixel considered, Ii,color is the intensity in the corresponding
colour bandwidth (u, g, r, i) of the i-th star in the pixel

Figure 3. Example of integral field spectroscopy for the velocity
of a fast rotator (left panel) and a slow rotator (right panel).
The thick red line corresponds to the position of the slit, which
position is set along the kinematic major axis. The green iso-
contours correspond to the velocity dispersion map.

considered. Then, the velocity dispersion along the los:

!̄2
pixel =

!iv2los,iIi,color
!iIi,color

! v̄2pixel , (2)

Each field of view of 256"256 pixels over 100 kpc size (corre-
sponding to a pixel size of 0.4 kpc, or 0.05 arcsec at z=1.83)
is then smoothed over 15 pixels; the position of the fastest
(respectively slowest) pixel is then identified automatically
and a 0.75 arcsec “slit” is put across so as to interpolate
through the kinematic major axis of the galaxy. The maxi-
mum of the corresponding rotation curve defines V for that
galaxy. The smoothed velocity dispersion map is also inter-

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Filament-galactic spin & mass

6 Dubois, Y. et al.

polated along the same axis and the maximum of that curve
defines !, see Fig. 3. V/! is then straightforwardly the cor-
responding ratio.

2.2.4 Specific star formation rate

The specific star formation rate, sSFR, of each galaxy is
obtained by computing the star formation rate during the
last 100Myr at a given redshift divided by its stellar mass.
The choice of 100Myr avoids to get atoo strong sampling
noise for most of the galaxies as it correspond to a mini-
mum measurable SFR of M!/100Myr = 0.02M" yr#1. The
calculation of the SFR is done on stars as identified by the
galaxy finder that belong to one given galaxy.

2.2.5 Gini and M20

The morphology of each galaxy is measured by two
non-parametric parameters on individual stamps: the
Gini [G][](Abraham et al. 2003) and M20 (Lotz et al. 2004)
parameters. The Gini parameter is a non-parametric mea-
sure of the inequality of fluxes in pixels, ranging from zero
(for a perfectly uniform image) to unity (for a black image
with a single pixel lit, for instance). M20 is the second order
momentum of light of the 20 per cent brightest pixels of a
galaxy. It traces the spatial distribution of any bright nu-
clei, bars, spiral arms, and o!-centre star clusters. As shown
in Lotz et al. (2004), Galaxies with M20 > !1.1 mainly are
extended objects with double or multiple nuclei, whereas
low values of M20 ( < !1.6) are relatively smooth with a
bright nucleus. Both parameters are known to correlate well
with the Concentration parameter (Abraham et al. 1994)
for regular shapes, but they are better suited for disturbed
morphologies because of their non-parametric nature. These
two parameters have been used to characterise observations
in the local universe and at high redshift (Lotz et al. 2004;
Abraham et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013, e.g.)
and they are well suited to analyse large samples of galaxies
of mixed morphologies. In the local universe, galaxies with a
high Gini value and a low M20 value are mainly ellipticals,
whereas late-type galaxies and irregular have lower G and
larger M20 values. Mergers tend to have large G and large
M20 values.

The stamps in the i-band are obtained from a segmen-
tation of 3D objects with the galaxy finder. The images are
rebinned to 64x64 pixels in order to avoid star particles ap-
pearing as individual pixels. Then, as in Lee et al. (2013),
we measure the Petrosian radius with an elliptical aperture
which is obtained as in sextractor Bertin & Arnouts (1996)
from the second-order momentum of light. The Petrosian
semi-major axis ap is such that the ratio of the surface
brightness at ap over the mean surface brightness within ap

is decreasing at ap and becomes smaller than 0.2. In practice,
we fit a spline to the surface brightness ratio profile and find
the zero of the function µ(ap)/µ(< ap)! 0.2. Galaxies with
ap smaller than 2 pixels are filtered out: they are almost al-
ways associated to low-mass galaxies (M" < 109.2M") with
few star particles and the G and M20 parameters seem very
uncertain for these objects, leading to a very noisy G vsM20.
We also filter out galaxies less massive than M" < 109.5M"

for which we su!er the most from resolution e!ects. A de-

Figure 4. Projection along the z-axis of the Horizon-AGN skele-
ton (colour coded by log density as red-yellow-blue-white) at red-
shift z = 1.83 of a slice of 25 h#1 Mpc width and 10h#1 Mpc
depth. Galaxies falling contained in that slice are superimposed
as black dots. The clustering of the galaxies follows quite closely
the skeleton. This paper quantifies their orientation relative to
the local anisotropy set by the skeleton.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the (mis)alignment of
galaxies relative to their host filament.

scription of the bivariate distributions of G, M20 and stellar
mass is given in Appendix B.

2.2.6 Ages

Ages of galaxies are obtained through the summation of the
mass-weighted age of star particles belonging to the galaxy
as defined by the galaxy finder algorithm.

2.2.7 Spin of galaxies

To compute the galactic spin of galaxies, we select the
star particles belonging to one galaxy as identified with the
galaxy finder, and compute their contribution to the total
angular momentum of the galaxy w.r.t. the particle of max-
imum density as the centre of the galaxy.

© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Bulge-to-disc ratios (Section 3.1). Let us then quantify how
this alignment varies as a function of distance to the fila-
ments and, along the filaments to the nodes of the cosmic
web (Section 3.2). Let us finally study its cosmic evolution
(Section 3.3), and in particular the variation in the mor-
phological transition mass, Mmorpho as a function of cosmic
time.

3.1 Spin orientation and morphology

Depending on redshift, spectral or spatial resolution, the
definition of Hubble type relies on di!erent tracers. Hence
it is of interest to quantify the alignment/anti-alignment of
each sub population sorted by these tracers.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of alignment of spin of
galaxies (stellar component) as a function of stellar mass.
More massive galaxies have their spin perpendicular to fil-
ament; less massive one have their spin parallel2 . A stellar
mass transition around Mmorpho = 3 ·1010M! is fully consis-
tent with earlier findings of a mass transition for the orien-
tation of the spin of dark halos of 1012M! at that redshift.
Using the full redshift sample, we can rule at the 5.5 sigma
level that the spin of the higher mass bin is aligned with the
filament, and, at the 3 sigma level, that the next mass bin is
perpendicular to the filament. Hence the mass transition is
confidently bracketed at 1010.5M!. The mean values of 1+!
at cos " = 0.9 are respectively 0.97±0.01 and 1.03±0.01 for
M = 1010.75 and M = 1010.25.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their
Vmax/#max. Galaxies with small Vmax/#max (Ellipticals)
have their spin perpendicular to filament; centrifugally sup-
ported galaxies (Spirals) have their spin parallel. The tran-
sition seems to occur near Vmax/#max = 0.6. Figure 7 shows
the evolution of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar compo-
nent) as a function of their colors. Redder galaxies (Ellipti-
cals) have their spin perpendicular to filament; bluer galax-
ies (Spirals) have their spin parallel. The transition seems
to occur near G ! R = !0.25. Figure 10 shows the evolu-
tion of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar component) as
a function of their gini. XXXX

Figure 11 shows the evolution of alignment of spin of
galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their M20.
XXXX Figure 8 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of their bulge
to disk ratio. Bulgy galaxies (Ellipticals) have their spin
perpendicular to filament; disky galaxies (Spirals) have
their spin parallel. The transition seems to occur near
B/D =???. Figure 9 shows the evolution of alignment of
spin of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of mass
weighted age. Old galaxies (Ellipticals) have their spin
perpendicular to filament; young galaxies (Spirals) have
their spin parallel. The transition seems to occur near an
age of XX Myr.

The transitions presented here are — taken individu-
ally, more indicative of a trend than a definite proof that
each tracer yields a precise morphological transition. Yet
the ensemble allows us to have confidence in the underlying

2 for readability, we quote half sigma error bars in this paper.
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Figure 5. evolution of alignment of spin of galaxies (stellar com-
ponent) as a function of stellar mass. More massive galaxies have
their spin perpendicular to filament; less massive one have their
spin parallel. The mass transition seems to be Mtr = 1010.5.

physical picture as they are all consistent with the expected
variations3.
[" charlotte completer, quantifier, discuter
]
[" Sandrine peut etre rajouter a titre illustratif
le changement d’orientation en fonction du temps
pour une galaxie avec en parallele, changement de
couleur, de morphologie etc...]

3.2 Spin orientation along the cosmic web

Let us now turn the the orientation of the alignment as a
function of the distance to the filaments and distance to the
nodes. Figure 12 show the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of distance to
filaments. Galaxies closer to filaments have their spin more
parallel. Figure 13 shows the evolution of alignment of spin
of galaxies (stellar component) as a function of distance to
nodes along the filaments. Galaxies further to the nodes have
their spin more parallel. At redshift two, the current sample
of galaxies does not contain enough massive galaxies to esti-
mate accurately their orientation and distance to the nodes
simultaneously.
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Figure 9. The probability distribution of the cosine of the angle
between the vorticity and the direction of the skeleton, measured
in Scool

20
(0.7) for various redshifts as labeled. The amplitude of

the correlation decreases with cosmic time.

of the main filament in the simulation SHDM
20 , where the

high-density regions, the local skeleton and the field lines
colour-coded by the vorticity are shown. The white lines
correspond to the local skeleton; the blue-red bundles cor-
respond to velocity field lines colour-coded by vorticity; the
yellowish shaded regions corresponds to high densities while
the dots correspond to dark halos in the !CDM counterpart
of this simulation; the white cross section colour codes the
vorticity of the velocity flow along that region. It appears
clearly that i) velocities acquire some vorticity as they reach
the main filament (see also Fig. 11, right panel); ii) the vor-
ticity section is consistent with the large-scale flow along
the x-direction, strongly suggesting that the main wall along
x ! z is feeding transversally the filament and accounts for
the geometry of the multi-flow region (see also Fig. 14 below
which zooms in on the region of interest).

Fig. 13 displays the vorticity field in the neighbourhood
of the main filament of the idealized “HDM” simulation,
SHDM
20 , shown in Fig. 12. The vorticity bundle is clearly co-

herent on large scales, and aligned with the direction of the
filament, strongest within its multi-flow core region, while
its essentially quadrupolarity is twisted around it.

Fig. 14 displays the cross section of the vorticity per-
pendicular to the main filament shown in Fig. 13. The veloc-
ity field lines (in blue) converge towards the local walls (in
brown) and are visually in agreement with the vorticity field
which is partitioned by these walls. This picture is qualita-
tively consistent with the scenario presented in Codis et al.
(2012) as it shows that the filaments are fed via the embed-
ding walls, while the geometry of the flow generates vorticity
within their core. This vorticity defines the local environ-
ment in which DM halos form with a spin aligned with that
vorticity, as illustrated on Fig. 6. The alignment between the
contours of minimal vorticity and the density walls which is
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Figure 10. The probability distribution of the cosine of the an-
gle between the spin of dark halos and the direction of the clos-
est filament as a function of mass in the SCDM

2000
simulation. The

smoothing length over which filaments are defined is 5 h!1Mpc.
This figure extends the result first reported in Codis et al. (2012)
to the mass range logM/M" ! 11.5 - 12.0. In this mass range
one observes that the probability to have a small angle between
the halo’s spin and the filament’s direction first increases (in red)
as mass grows to logM/M" ! 12.1, in agreement with the in-
creased spin - vorticity alignment demonstrated in Fig. 7. At
larger masses (from orange to blue) the statistical spin-filament
alignment quickly decays, with a critical mass (in yellow) cor-
responding to a transition to predominately orthogonal orienta-
tions (in blue) at logMcrit/M" " 12.7 as defined by Codis et al.
(2012).

visually observed on Fig. 14 (left panel) is then quantita-
tively examined. The probability distribution of the cosine
of the angle between the zero vorticity contour and the wall
within the caustic is plotted on the right panel of Fig. 14
(see Appendix E for the definition of the zero vorticity con-
tour). An excess of probability of 15 per cent is observed for
cos! in [0.5, 1] relative to random distribution, that is for
the alignment of the walls with the minimal vorticity con-
tours. This alignment increases with the smoothing of the
tessellations, as expected.

4.2 Progenitors of multi-flow region

In a dark matter (Lagrangian) simulation, it is straightfor-
ward to identify the origin of particles within the multi-flow
region. Fig. 11 traces back in time DM particles ending up
within a quadrant of the multi-flow region. The quadrant is
fed by three flows of particles. The flow is irrotational in the
initial phase of structure formation until the crossing of three
flows in the vicinity of the filaments generates shear and vor-
ticity close to the caustic. Note that the sharp rise near the
edge of the multi-flow region at the caustic is qualitatively
consistent with catastrophe theory (Arnold 1992), and is
directly related to the prediction of Pichon & Bernardeau
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Figure 6. Excess probability, !, of the alignment between the spin of galaxies and their closest filament is shown as a function of galaxy
properties at z = 1.83: Ms (top row left column), V/" (top row middle column), sSFR (top row right column), g ! r (middle row left
column), r ! i (middle row middle column), metallicity Z (middle row right column), age (bottom row left column), M20 (bottom row
middle column), and Gini (bottom row right column). Half sigma error bars are shown for readability. Dashed line is uniform PDF (excess
probability ! = 0). Massive, dispersion-dominated, passive, red, smooth and old galaxies tend to have a spin perpendicular or randomly
oriented with the direction of their filament. Low-mass, centrifugally-supported, star-forming, blue, irregular and young galaxies tend to
align with the direction of their closest filament.

galaxy-halo mass relation determined by abundance match-
ing techniques (Moster et al. 2013). Using the full redshift
sample, Fig. 7 shows that the mass transition appears to be
reasonably bracketed at Mtr,s ! 1010.5±0.25 M!. The mean
values of the PDF 1 + ! at cos " = 0.9 are respectively 0.98
and 1.02 for Ms = 1010.75 M! and Ms = 1010.25 M!.

The definition of Hubble type relies on di!erent trac-
ers. Hence it is of interest to quantify the alignment or mis-
alignment of galaxies classified according to these tracers.
One should keep in mind that these tracers are not indepen-

dent from one another (as illustrated in Appendix A). Top
row, middle column of Fig. 6 shows the excess probability
of alignment for V/#. Dispersion-dominated galaxies with
small V/# ratios (i.e. elliptical galaxies) have their spin per-
pendicular to filaments, while centrifugally-supported galax-
ies with large V/# (i.e disc galaxies) have their spins parallel
to filaments. The transition between parallel and perpendic-
ular alignment occurs at V/# = 0.6. A similar signal, not
represented here, is found for intrinsic (three-dimensional)
kinematics. The top right panel of Fig. 6 shows ! as a func-
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tion of the sSFR of galaxies. Intense star forming galax-
ies that rejuvenate their stellar mass content in less than
1/sSFR = 1/10!0.5 ! 3Gyr tend to align with filaments.
Conversely, galaxies that are passive (sSFR! 0.1Gyr!1)
show a random orientation of their spin relative to the fil-
aments. The left and central panels of the middle row of
Fig. 6 shows ! as a function of the g"r and the r" i colours
of galaxies, respectively. Redder galaxies (g " r > 0.25 or
r " i > 0.13) have their spin perpendicular to their fila-
ments, while bluer galaxies (g " r ! 0.25 or r " i ! 0.13)
have their spin parallel to them. The right panel of the mid-
dle row of Fig. 6 shows ! as a function of the stellar metallic-
ity Z. Metal-poor galaxies are more aligned with filaments
than metal-rich galaxies which tend to be misaligned. The
bottom left panel of Fig. 6 shows ! as a function of the
galaxy age. Older galaxies have their spin more randomly
oriented with that of the filaments and young galaxies with
age below ! 1.2Gyr exhibit a stronger alignment. Finally,
the bottom middle and bottom right panels of Fig. 6 show
! as a function of the M20 and Gini quantitaive morpho-
logical indices. Galaxies with high M20 are more aligned
with filaments than galaxies with low M20. Galaxies with
low Gini are more aligned with filaments than galaxies with
high Gini. Galaxies with low M20 and high Gini tend to
trace elliptical galaxies (Lotz et al. 2008). Note that for age,
M20 and Gini, galaxies in the Horizon-AGN simulation does
not seem to present enough leverage to identify a complete
misalignment (in contrast to the other tracers). Appendix C
presents a principal component analysis (PCA) of the align-
ment transition, and considers linear combinations of mass,
metallicity and age. The PCA allows for a smoother sam-
pling of the transition between the aligned and misaligned
case along the first eigen linear combination of mass, metal-
licity and age.

To summarise, massive, dispersion-dominated, passive,
red, smooth, metal-rich and old galaxies tend to have a spin
perpendicular or randomly oriented to filaments. In contrast,
low-mass, centrifugally-supported, star-forming, blue, irreg-
ular, metal-poor and young galaxies tend to align with fila-
ments.

The transitions presented here are more indicative of a
trend than a definite proof that each tracer yields a precise
morphological transition. Amongst the various tracers, V/"
and g-r are those for which the transition from alignment
to perpendicular misalignment is the most significant. Yet
the ensemble allows us to have confidence in the underlying
physical picture as they are all consistent with the expected
variations. The above mentioned consistent analysis of its
redshift evolution (Fig. 7) brings further confidence in our
results. It should also be noted that each estimator is de-
rived from a fairly crude automated analysis. A more robust
post-processing should lead to a clearer signal of morphol-
ogy, once biased detections are properly taken care of (again,
see Appendix C for a possible route towards customised es-
timators).

3.2 Spin orientation along the cosmic web

We now investigate the orientation of the alignment as a
function of the distance to filaments and nodes. The upper
panel of Fig. 8 shows the evolution of alignment of the spin
of galaxies as a function of distance to the closest filament
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Figure 7. Average values of 1 + !(cos " = 0.9) as a function of
redshift for two di!erent bins of stellar massMs = 1010.25 (pluses)
and Ms = 1010.75 (squares). Errors bars correspond to half sigma
error. The dotted (respectively dashed) lines corresponds to the
mean of the lower (respectively higher) bin mass. The mean values
of 1 + !(cos " = 0.9) are 0.975 for stellar mass Ms = 1010.75 , and
1.023 for Ms = 1010.25 respectively. The transition mass seems
reasonably bracketed at Mtr,s = 1010.5±0.25M".

for a low-mass sub-sample. We apply this measurement to
low-mass galaxies because they lie in filaments, sheets and
voids, while the most massive galaxies are usually located at
the intersection of the most massive filaments in the most
massive halos, therefore, with a minimum scatter in dis-
tance to filaments. Galaxies closer to filaments have their
spin more parallel. The lower panel of Fig. 8 shows the evo-
lution of alignment of the spin of galaxies as a function of
distance to nodes (i.e. where filaments intersect) along the
filaments. Galaxies further away from nodes have their spin
more parallel than galaxies closer to nodes. This is consis-
tent with the idea that galaxies merge while drifting along
filaments (which destroys alignment), and with the strong
colour (curvilinear) gradients found by Gay et al. (2010).

3.3 Redshift evolution

We now invetigate the redshift evolution of the excess proba-
bility of alignment. We post-process the Horizon-AGN in the
following redshift range: z = 3.01 to z = 1.23. Fig. 9 shows
the amplitude of the alignment of the spin of all galaxies
as a function of redshift. The PDF shows that, on average,
galaxies are aligned with their neighbouring filament, be-
cause low-mass galaxies dominate in number over massive
galaxies (because the mass function of galaxies is strongly
decreasing with mass). The amplitude of the alignment de-
creases with cosmic time (decreasing redshift) which is a re-
sult of more galaxies evolving passively (i.e. for a given mass,
the star formation rate decreases with time). The lower the
redshift the stronger the amount of shell crossing and cumu-
lative contribution from mergers along the filaments which
tend to destroy the existing alignment and convert orbital
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Figure 13. Excess probability ! of the cosine of the angle µ
between the vorticity of the gas and the direction of the spin of
the galaxies at z = 1.83. The dashed line indicates no correlation.
Vorticity is computed as the curl of the velocity field, after a
gaussian smoothing of the velocity field with a kernel length of
780 h!1kpc. Note that fewer galaxies are anti-aligned. Error bars
are the standard errors of the mean.

in Laigle et al. (2013) for the spin of DM halos, the galactic
spin is also strongly correlated with the vorticity of the sur-
rounding gas. This correlation has polarity: there are fewer
galaxies with their spin anti-aligned with the local vortic-
ity. This dynamical and stellar evidence therefore allows us
to apply to baryons the scenario presented in Laigle et al.
(2013) on the vorticity-driven origin of the galactic spin-
filament alignment.

4.2 The contribution of AGN feedback

Fig. 14 shows the stellar halo mass relation at z = 1.3
for the Horizon-AGN simulation. It appears that above
Mh

>
! 1012 M" the relation is in good agreement with

abundance-matching results from Moster et al. (2013). Note
that the stellar masses from Moster et al. (2013) are rescaled
by +0.19 dex to account for a change from Kroupa to
Salpeter IMF. The presence of the feedback from AGN re-
duces the amount of stars formed in these massive galax-
ies, allowing them to agree with observations by reducing
the stellar mass up to one order of magnitude (Dubois et al.
2013; Puchwein & Springel 2013; Martizzi et al. 2013). Note
also that the transition mass from alignment to misalign-
ment is close to the mass (" 1011M") where passive
galaxies become more abundant than star-forming galax-
ies in observations (Drory et al. 2009; Davidzon et al. 2013;
Ilbert et al. 2013). For massive galaxies, mergers are key
in both swinging the spin and changing the morphology.
The sSFR decreases significantly with galaxy stellar mass
(see Fig. 15) because of the quenching of their gas accre-
tion rate – in the shock-heated mode of accretion for mas-
sive halos (e.g. Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Ocvirk et al. 2008;
Dekel et al. 2009) –, and because of the strong suppression
of cold gas within galaxies via AGN feedback. Observational
data from Behroozi et al. (2013) at z = 1.3 (originally from
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Figure 14. Average stellar mass of the central galaxy as a func-
tion of the host halo mass in the simulation at z = 1.3 (red curve)
with the 1-" dispersion together with the abundance matching
result from Moster et al. (2013) at the same redshift assuming a
Salpeter IMF (+0.19 dex in stellar mass from Kroupa to Salpeter
IMF) with the 1, 2 and 3-" error bars represented by the shaded
areas. The cyan lines indicate constant stellar e!ciencies defined
as fe! = Ms/("b/"mMh). The transition mass between align-
ment and misalignment of the galaxy (Mtr,s), respectively halo
(Mtr,h), spin and the filament are represented as dotted lines.
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Figure 15. Diagram of the distribution of galaxies as a func-
tion of their sSFR and stellar mass Ms at z = 1.3. The con-
tours are the number of galaxies in log units. Red and blue
points with error bars are the observations at z = 1.25 extracted
from Behroozi et al. (2013) and originally from Kajisawa et al.
(2010) and Whitaker et al. (2012) and rescaled for a Salpeter IMF
(+0.26 dex in stellar mass from Chabrier to Salpeter IMF). The
sSFR decreases with galaxy stellar mass.

Kajisawa et al. 2010 and Whitaker et al. 2012) are repre-
sented on top of the distribution of our simulations points.
Stellar masses from Behroozi et al. 2013 are rescaled by
+0.26 dex to account for a change from Chabrier to Salpeter
IMF. The quenching of the SFR in massive galaxies through
AGN feedback leads to an enhanced fraction of stars gained
through mergers (Dubois et al. 2013). For lower mass galax-
ies, the agreement of the stellar halo mass relation with ob-
servational data is less favourable because feedback from
supernovae is not strong enough to suppress the star for-
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Vorticity -galactic spin

What is the physical origin of low mass galaxies
 spin-filament alignment ? 
Vorticity arising from kin. structure of filament!
12 Dubois, Y. et al.
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Figure 13. Excess probability ! of the cosine of the angle µ
between the vorticity of the gas and the direction of the spin of
the galaxies at z = 1.83. The dashed line indicates no correlation.
Vorticity is computed as the curl of the velocity field, after a
gaussian smoothing of the velocity field with a kernel length of
780 h!1kpc. Note that fewer galaxies are anti-aligned. Error bars
are the standard errors of the mean.

in Laigle et al. (2013) for the spin of DM halos, the galactic
spin is also strongly correlated with the vorticity of the sur-
rounding gas. This correlation has polarity: there are fewer
galaxies with their spin anti-aligned with the local vortic-
ity. This dynamical and stellar evidence therefore allows us
to apply to baryons the scenario presented in Laigle et al.
(2013) on the vorticity-driven origin of the galactic spin-
filament alignment.

4.2 The contribution of AGN feedback

Fig. 14 shows the stellar halo mass relation at z = 1.3
for the Horizon-AGN simulation. It appears that above
Mh

>
! 1012 M" the relation is in good agreement with

abundance-matching results from Moster et al. (2013). Note
that the stellar masses from Moster et al. (2013) are rescaled
by +0.19 dex to account for a change from Kroupa to
Salpeter IMF. The presence of the feedback from AGN re-
duces the amount of stars formed in these massive galax-
ies, allowing them to agree with observations by reducing
the stellar mass up to one order of magnitude (Dubois et al.
2013; Puchwein & Springel 2013; Martizzi et al. 2013). Note
also that the transition mass from alignment to misalign-
ment is close to the mass (" 1011M") where passive
galaxies become more abundant than star-forming galax-
ies in observations (Drory et al. 2009; Davidzon et al. 2013;
Ilbert et al. 2013). For massive galaxies, mergers are key
in both swinging the spin and changing the morphology.
The sSFR decreases significantly with galaxy stellar mass
(see Fig. 15) because of the quenching of their gas accre-
tion rate – in the shock-heated mode of accretion for mas-
sive halos (e.g. Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Ocvirk et al. 2008;
Dekel et al. 2009) –, and because of the strong suppression
of cold gas within galaxies via AGN feedback. Observational
data from Behroozi et al. (2013) at z = 1.3 (originally from
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Figure 14. Average stellar mass of the central galaxy as a func-
tion of the host halo mass in the simulation at z = 1.3 (red curve)
with the 1-" dispersion together with the abundance matching
result from Moster et al. (2013) at the same redshift assuming a
Salpeter IMF (+0.19 dex in stellar mass from Kroupa to Salpeter
IMF) with the 1, 2 and 3-" error bars represented by the shaded
areas. The cyan lines indicate constant stellar e!ciencies defined
as fe! = Ms/("b/"mMh). The transition mass between align-
ment and misalignment of the galaxy (Mtr,s), respectively halo
(Mtr,h), spin and the filament are represented as dotted lines.
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Figure 15. Diagram of the distribution of galaxies as a func-
tion of their sSFR and stellar mass Ms at z = 1.3. The con-
tours are the number of galaxies in log units. Red and blue
points with error bars are the observations at z = 1.25 extracted
from Behroozi et al. (2013) and originally from Kajisawa et al.
(2010) and Whitaker et al. (2012) and rescaled for a Salpeter IMF
(+0.26 dex in stellar mass from Chabrier to Salpeter IMF). The
sSFR decreases with galaxy stellar mass.

Kajisawa et al. 2010 and Whitaker et al. 2012) are repre-
sented on top of the distribution of our simulations points.
Stellar masses from Behroozi et al. 2013 are rescaled by
+0.26 dex to account for a change from Chabrier to Salpeter
IMF. The quenching of the SFR in massive galaxies through
AGN feedback leads to an enhanced fraction of stars gained
through mergers (Dubois et al. 2013). For lower mass galax-
ies, the agreement of the stellar halo mass relation with ob-
servational data is less favourable because feedback from
supernovae is not strong enough to suppress the star for-
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